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OUTPUT CONSISTENCY AND WEAK OUTPUT CONSISTENCY
FOR CONTINUOUS-TIME IMPLICIT SYSTEMS
Ton Geerts '
Tilburg University, Dept. of Economics, P.O. Box 90153
NL-5000 LE Tilburg, the Netherlands
ABSTRACT
In a recent paper, the concept of consistency of initial conditions for
general continuous-time implicit systems was recovered as a special case of
so-called weak consistency, and it was demonstrated that "global" weak con-
sistency is equivalent to impulse controllability. In this paper, both concepts
are generalized for continuous-time implicit systems with a given output, and
we derive necessary and sufFicient conditions for nglobal" output consistency
as well as "global" weak output consistency. Elsewhere these results will be
used for a complete treatment of consistency and relaxations of consistency
for arbitrary higher order implicit systems. Moreover, our conditions reduce
to the known ones for (weak) state consistency if the output and state variable
are the same.
KEYWORDS
Continuous-time implicit systems, state consistency, weak state consis-
tency, output consistency, weak output consistency.
1 Introduction.
Recently [1], issues such as solvability and consistency were investigated in
depth for linear systems of the form
Ei(t) - Ax(t) -F Bu(t), (1)
with E, A E R~X", B E R~Xm, u(t) E Rm, x(i) E R" for all t E R} -[0, oo)
and xo :- x(0-) E R", arbitrary. Following [2], a point xo E Rn is called
consistent if (1) has a classical solution x: Rt -~ R" with x(0}) - xo,
and inconsistent if this is not the case. However, by redefining (1) in terms
of distributions [3], it can be seen that inconsistent points may give rise
to impulsive solutions of (1) [4] -[5]. A simple distributional framework
for (1) is given in [1]. This setup is based on the commutative algebra
(over R) of impulsáve-smooth distributions C;,,,p [6, Definition 3.1], [7] (here,
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convolution ~ of distributions plays the role of multiplication). An impulsive-
smooth distribution is any linear combination of an impulse and a smooth
distribution. An impulse or impulsive distribution is any linear combination
of the unit element in Ci„ap, the Dirac distribution ó, and its (distributional)
derivatives ó~il (i ~ 1). A s~nooth distribution corresponds to a function that
is zero on (-00,0) and arbitrarily often differentiable on Rt(in the usual
sense). Let C,m, Cp-;,,~p denote the subalgebras of smooth distributions and
impulses, respectively. The distributional derivative u~'~ of u E C;,Rp equals
êl'l~u. If u- ul~-u2 with ul E Cy-i,,,p and u2 E C,,,, , then u(Ot) :- uZ(0}) :-
limtlo u2(t). If u E C,,,, , then u~'~ - v.-}-u(Ot)ó, where zi denotes the ordinary
derivative of u. It holds that ó~'~ - bl'-'~ ~ ól'1(i ~ 1) with ótol :- ó, and
by defining ó~-'~ :- H, the Heaviside "unit step" distribution, and ó~-~~ :-
ó-~~'II ~ ó~-'~(j 1 1), we establish that ólit~l - ëlil ~ ól~l(á, j E Z) and thus
the inverse (w.r.t to convolution) of ó~i~, (ó~i~)-', equals ó~-i~(i E Z), ó-1 - ó.
Then, instead of (1), we consider the distributional equation
ó~' ~~ Ex - Ax f Bu f Exoó, (2)
together with, for every pair (xo, u) E Rri x C,n,p (the m-vector version of
Cimp), the solution set [1, (2.2b)]
S(xo, u) -{x E C,;,,p ~[Eêl'~ - Aó] ~ x- Bu f Exoó}. (3)
Definition 1.1[1, Definition 4.1].
A point xo E Rn is called consistent if
3 u E C;,~ x E S(xo,u) nC,m : x(Ot) - xo.
A point ;co E R" is called zoeakly cousistent if
3 u E C; : S' ( xo, u) n C,;,, ~ 0.
Proposition 1.2 [I, Thcorern 4.5].
Assu~ne that [EAB] is of full row rank. Then every xo E Rn is consistent
if and only if im(E) f im(B) - R~. Every xo E Rn is weakly consistent if
and only if irn(E) -}- im(B) ~- A[ker(E)] - R'.
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Now it is the purpose of this paper to generalize the concepts in Definition
1.1 and the results in Proposition 1.2 for systems (2) with output equation
y - Cx, (4)
where C E RrXn . It will be shown elsewhere that these generalizations
are of great value for a thorough treatment of solvability, consistency and
relaxations of consistency for higher order linear systems on R} of the form
Ak[dkx~dík] ~ Ak-1[dk-'x~dtk-'] -}. ... ~ Ali(t) -h Aox(i) - Bu(t), (5)
with, for all i - 0, 1, ..., k, A; E R'Xn, arbitrary, and B E R'xn`
In the sequel we will frequently use some trivial observations.
Lemma 1.3.
Let G C R" and M E R'X". Then M[M-1(G)] - G n im(M) and
M-'[M(G)] - G-~ker(M). If G1,2 C Rn and ker(M) C G1 and~or ker(M) C
G2, then M(G1 n G2) - M(G~) n M(Gz). If G1,2,3 C R" and GZ C G3, then
(G, f GZ) n G3 - G2 ~[G, n G3] (modular rule).
2 Output consistency and weak output con-
sistency.
Consider the implicit system E:
êl'~ ~ Ex - Ax f Bu -}- Exob, y- Cx, (6)
together with, for every pair (xo, u) E Rn x Cn,P, the solution set S(xo, u)
(3).
Definition 2.1.
Consider E. A point xo E Rn is called output consistent if
3 u E C,n,3 x E S(xo,u) : y E C;,,, and y(O}) - C[x(O})] - Cxo.
A point xo E R" is called weakly output consistent if
~ u E CS,n3 x E S(x0iu) : y E Csm-
It is obvious that the concepts in Definition 2.1 generalize those in Defi-
nition 1.1; the former reduce to the latter if C- 1, and then we will speak
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of (weak) state consistency. Now, let us denote the spaces of state consis-
tent and weakly state consistent points by I, - I,(E) and 1; - 1;(E),
respectively. In addition, tlie spaces of output consistent and weakly output
consistent points will be denoted by !o - lo(E) and ló - ló (E), respectively.
Finally, we define
W1 - Wf(E) '- {xo E R" ~ 3 x E S(xp,O) nCp-;mp : y- O}; (7)
W~ is the space of points xo E Rn that are strongly controlled by free response
(in [8, Definition 3.1] a point xo is called strongly controllable if there exists
an input u E Cp ;,,~p and a state trajectory x E S(xo, u) fl Cp-;,,,p such that
y- 0). The spaces 1„ 1; and W~ are characterized in [8, Section 3] and all
relevant information from (8] is suminariZed in Propositions 2.2 and 2.4. The
spaces lo and ló then follow from our first main result, Theorem 2.7.
Proposition 2.2.
I, is the largest subspace G that satisfies G C A-1[E(G) f im(B)]. In
addition, I, - A-I[E(I,) ~ irn(B)]. Moreover, I; - 1, ~- ker(E).
Proposition 2.3.
!, ~ ker(A).
Proof. Assume that Axo - 0. Then x:- b't-'l ~ bxo - Hxo is smooth
(x(t) - xo, constant, on Rt), x(Ot) - xo, and x E S(xo, 0) since Sll~ ~ Ex -
8111 ~ êl-ll ~ Exo - Ax -h Exob.
Proposition 2.4.
W~ is the smallest subspace 1C that satisfies IC ~ E-1 [A(JC fl ker(C))]. In
addition, W~ - E-1[A(W~flker(C))]. The algorithm Wo :- ker(E), W;fl :-
E-' (A(W; fl ker(C))] is such that Wo C W~ C~.. C Wn - W~.
1, and W~ are dual concepts [6], [9]. Let the system E~ be represented
by ó~'~ ~ Ex - Ax ~- Bu -F Exoó, and let F.~ denote the dual system ól~~ ~
E'w - A'w f E'woó,z - B'w. Then E(I,(E~)) - [W~(Ei)]1 [8, Theorem
3.12]. Similarly, if EZ denotes the system ó~l~ ~ Ex - Ax -h Exob, y- Cx,
and EZ denotes its dual êl~l ~ E'w - A'w f C'v ~- E'wob, then W~(E2) -
(E~(1'(~s))]1 - E-'[I'(~s)]l.
The intersection of I, and W~ turns out to equal the space R;t,n - 7Z;~,~(E)
of points that are instantaneously reachable from the origin [6] by smooth
output generating inputs in Cm:
Rs~m :- {x(0} ) ~ u E Cm, x E S(0, u) are such that y E CJ111 }. (8)
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Lemma 2.5 [8, Main Lemma 2.5].
Let xo E Rn, TL - ul ~Tl2i 7L1 E C~impi u2 E Csm i x - xl fxy E.S(~Ot u)i xl E
Cp-imp~'r2 E C ;n. 'I'hen b~'~ ~ Ex~ ~ E[xz(~})]b - Axi -~ Bul -1- Exob and
bl'~ ~ Ex2 - Axz f Buz f E[xz(Of)]ó.
Proposition 2.6.
1, n W~ - 7Zs~,o, I; n Wf- ker(E) -~ R;~m.
The algorithm 7Zo :- I, n ker(E), R;t~ :- I, n E-'[A(1Z; n ker(C))] is such
thatRoCRI C...CRn-R',~m.
Proof. First statement. Let u E Cm, x- x~ f xz E S(0, u), xl impulsive and
xz smooth, and y- Cx E C3m. If xo :- x(O}) - xz(0}), then, by Lemma
2.5, blil ~ E(-x~) - A(-x~) f Exob,C(-xi) - 0, and also b~~l ~ Exz -
Axz ~- Bu -f Exofi . Hence, xo E 1, n Wf. Conversely, let xo E 1, n W~. Then
there exist a control u E Cs,;, and a state trajectory xz E S(xo, u) n C,;,, such
that b 1'1 ~ Exz - Axz ~ Bu f Exob and xz(Ot) - xo. In addition, for some
xi E S(xo, O) n CP-;mp, bll~ ~ Exl - Axl ~- Exob and Cxl - 0. Consequently,
with x:- -x, -Fxzibl'l ~ Ex - Ax f Bu,Cx E Cs„L and x(0}) - xz(0}) - xo.
Thus, xo E R;~,n. Second statement. By Propositions 2.2, 2.4 and Lemma 1.3,
1; n W~ - [I, -~ ker(E)] n W~ - ker(E) f[I, n Wf] - ker(E) ~ R;~,R. Third
statement. Obviously, by Proposition 2.4 and the foregoing, the algorithm
IC;:-1,n W;issuchthatl~oCIC~C"'C JCn-Rs~,o. WehavelZo-lCo
and Rl - 1, n E-1[A(!Co n ker(C))] C I, n E-'[A(Wo n ker(C))] - 1C1. On
the other hand, if xo E IC1i i.e., if xo E I, and Exo - Ax with Ex - 0
and Ci - 0, then x E A-~[E(1,)] C I, (Proposition 2.2), and thus xo E
I, n E-'[A(1Co n ker(C))] - R~. Now, assume that R; - JC;. Then, as in
the above, ~Z;t~ C~;fl. Conversely, if xo E I, and Exo - A~,i E Wt and
Ci - 0, then ~ E I, n W; n ker(C) - IC; n ker(C) - R; n ker(C), and this
completes the proof by induction.
Theorem 2.7.
Consider E. It holds that lo - I, f[W~nker(C)], Ió - I,fW~ - I; ~-W~.
Proof. First statement. Obviously, by definition, W~ n ker(C) C la and
I, C lo. Conversely, let xo E R~ be output consistent. Then there exist
a smooth input u and a state trajectory x- x~ ~ xzi x1 impulsive and xz
smooth, such that y- Cx is smooth and C[x(Ot)] - C[xz(0})] - Cxo. Thus,
from Lemma 2.5, :r;z(0}) E I„ but also bl'l ~Gx~ - Ax~ f E[xo-xz(0})]b and
C:r~ - 0 and hence [xo -:cz(0})] E W~ n ker(C). Second statement. Every
xo E W~ is clearly weakly output consistent and also 1, C Io C Ió . Con-
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versely, let xo E Rn be weakly output consistent. Then there exist a smooth
input u and a state trajectory x- x~ f x2 E S(xo, u), with xl impulsive and
x2 smooth, such that Cxr - 0. As in the first half of the proof, it follows
from Lemma 2.5 that [zo - x2(0})] E W~ and ~2(0}) E 1, . This completes
the proof.
Note that Theorem 2.7 reduces to the last statement in Proposition 2.2
if C- I, since, then, W~ - ker(E) by (7) or Proposition 2.4.
Corollary 2.8.
Consider E and its dual E': b~rl ~ E'w - A'w f C'v f E'wob, z- B'w.
Then
ker(E) f R;~m(~) - [E'(7ó(~'))11, E(~;~m(E)) - [lo(E')ll,
E-'[A(R;~,n(E) n ker(C))] - [E'(Io(~'))]1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, E'(Ió(E')) - E'(I,(E')) ~ E'(W~(E')). Hence
fE'(lo (~~))]1 -[E~(Is(E'))]1 ~ [E'(W~(E'))ll - W~(E) ~ E-'[W1(~')]1 -
W~(E) ~ E-'[E(f:(~))] - W~(E) n[f,(E) -f- ker(E)] - ker(E) f 7Z~~~,(E), bY
Lemtna 1.3 and Proposition 2.6. In addition, by the foregoing, E[R;~,n(E)] -
E[E'(!ó(~~))]1 - [(E')-'(E'(ló(~~)))]1 - [ló(E')]1 (Lemma 1.3). Next, we
have Io(E') - 1,(E')-}-[W~(~,')rlker(B')] (Theorem2.7) and thus E'(lo(E')) -
E'(!,(E')) ~ E'[W1(E') fl ker(B')].
Hence, [E'(~a(E'))]1 - W~(E) fl E-~[E(~,(E)) -h im(B)] - E-'[A(W~(E) fl
ker(C))] fl E-r[E(1,(E)) ~- im(B)] (Proposition 2.4) - E-'{A(W~(E) fl
ker(C))fl(E(I,(E))fim(B)]} - E-'[A(W~(E)flker(C))f1A(1,(E))] (Propo-
sition 2.2, Lemma 1.3) - E-~[A(WJ(E) fl I,(E) fl ker(C))] (Lemma 1.3,
Proposition 2.3) - E-~[A(TZ;~m(E) fl ker(C))] (Proposition 2.6). This com-
pletes the proof.
Corollary 2.9.
Every xo E Rn is output, consistent if and only if I, f[W~ rl ker(C)] - Rn.
I;vi~ry :ri, E!~" is wca.kly oiil,put consistcnt if and only if 1, f W~ - R".
Now, the couditious in Corollary 2.9 will be recasted in terms of R~ in-
stead of R". Central instrument for this refashioning operation is Lemma




(a) Assume that G C E-'[A(G) f ini(B)] f ker(A). Then E(1,) f im(B) f
A(G) - !i' t~ ~it,~.( r) ~- i~tu(13) -}- A(,C) - li!'.
(b) 1, ~- L' - h"` q l;(l,) f ia~i,(B) -~ A(G) ~ irn(A).
(c) Assunx~ that, [(~AB] is of full row rank. If G C E-t[A(G) -F i~n(B)] -~
ker(A), then !, -~ G- Rn t~ im(E) -~ im(B) ~- A(G) - R~.
Proof. Part (a), ~: Trivial. Conversely, let E' denote the dual system of
(2): St'1 ~ E'w - A'w -~ E'woó, z- B'w. Since A(G) C A[E-' [A(G) f
im(B)]], it follows that [A(G)]1 ~(A')-' [E'[[A(G)]1 fl ker(B')]]. According
to Proposition 2.4, the algorithm Wo :- ker(E'),W;~1 :- (E')-1[A'(W~ fl
ker(B'))] is such that Wo C W~ C.-. C Wi - W~(E'). We will show by
induction that, for every j - 0, 1, . .., I,
W~ fl ker(B') rl [A(G)]1 - 0, (9)
if Wo fl ker(B') fl [A(G)]1 - 0. First, let wo E Wl, B'wo - 0 and wo E
[A(G)]l. Then E'wo - A'w with B'w - 0, E'uw - 0 for some w E R~.
Thus, also, w E (A')-'[E'[[A(G)]1 fl ker(B')]] C [A(G)]l, and hence w- 0.
Consequently, E'w~ - 0 and thus w~ - 0. Next, let (9) be true for j E
{0, ..., l-1 }, and let wo E W~ f~, B'wo - 0, wo E[A(G)] 1. Then there exists a
w E W~ fl ker(B') such that E'wo - A'w. Hence w E [A(G)]1 and thus w- 0
and therefore wo - 0. We conclude that W~(E') fl ker(B') fl [A(G)]1 - 0 if
ker(E')flker(B')f1[A(G)]1 - 0. Part (b). By Proposition 2.3, 1,-~G - R" if
and only if A(I,) ~ A(G) - im(A). By Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 1.3, then,
I,~-G - Rn t~ [E(1,)}im(B)]fl im(A) f A(G) - im(A) q[E(I,) f im(B) f
A(G)] fl irn(A) - irn(A) (Lemma 1.3) ~[E(I,) f im(B) ~ A(G)] ~ im(A).
Part (c), ~: Combine (a) and (b). The converse follows directly from (b) if
im(E) -í- irn(B) ~- im(A) - R'. This completes the proof.
Theorem 2.11.
Consider E and assume that [EAB] is of full row rank. Then
lo(E) - Rn t~ irit(E) f irri(B) f A[Wj fl ker(C)] - 1~~, (10)
Ió (E) - Rn ~ im(E) -} im(B) ~ A[Wf] - R!. (11)
Proof. It is easily seen that W~ fl ker(C) C W~ - E-1[A(Wf fl ker(C))]
(Proposition 2.4) C E-' [A(W~ fl ker(C)) } im(B)] C E-' [A(W~) f irra(B)].
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Now combiue Corollary 2.9 with Letnma 2.10 (c).
Corollary 2.12.
Consider E. Then E(W~)f1E(1,) - 0~ R;~m - ker(E)fll, q E(R;~,o) -
0. If [E', A',C'] is of full row rank, then E(W~) fl E(1,) - 0 if and only if
~er(E) ~1 ker(C) fl A-'(E1,) - 0.
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 1.3, E(Wf) fl E(1,) - E(W~ fl 1,) -
E(1Z;~m), and ker(E) fl 1, C 7Z;~m C I,. This yields the first claim. Next, let
E' denote the dual system of E. Then, from Theorem 2.11, Iá(E') - R~ if
and only if im(E') -f im(C') f A'(W~(E')) - Rn. On the other hand, from
Corollary 2.8, Ió(E') - R~ if and only if E(1Z;~,R) - 0. Combination of these
statements with the above proves the second claim.
Example.
,ObserveE:b'~[0
OJ L~zJ- LO OJ L~zJ}LOJu}LO OJ L~oz]ó
y-~ 1 0]~~z
J.
Directly, xt - 0, ~z -L u f~olb - 0. For every xoz the
smooth input u- -Hxoz yields, with xot - O,xz - K~o2,~z(0}) -~02
and hence l, - ker(E). In addition, ~z - -xotb is such that [ 0 J Exz
S(xo, 0), y - 0 for every xo - I~o' J E Rz. Thus, W~ - Rz. However,L ~oz
W~ fl krr((") - krr(l;) and thus lo ~ ~Iz, 1„" - Ilz. Note that 1, - l; ~ Rzj
Also, Rs~;, - 1, fl kcr(E); uotrr tliat the dual of E is ~: itself!
Remarks.
1. Observe that I, is not appearing in (10) -(11), and that Theorem 2.11
covers Proposition 1.2.
2. Combination of Proposition 2.6 with Corollary 2.8 yields R;~,n(E) -
I,(E) n[E'(lo(E'))]l. Thus, R;~,n(E) - I,(E) fl ker(E) if lo(E') - R~. The
converse is not true, see the Example.
3. By Propositions 2.2 - 2.4, 2.6 and Lemma 1.3, E(W~) (1 A(I,) - E(WI) fl
[E(1,)-Fim(B)]flim(A) - E(W~)fl[E(1,)~-im(B)], but also E(W~)f1A(1,) -
A[W~ fl ker(C)] fl A(1,) fl im(E) - A(R;~n fl ker(C)) fl irn(E). Thus, if
ker(E) fl ker(C) fl 1, - 0, then E(W~) fl [E(I,) -1- im(B)] - 0, by Corol-
lary 2.12. If, moreover, Io - Rn, then B-~[im(E)] - B-1[E(I,)], even if
im(E) ~ E(1,).
4. If I;,np - {~p E Rn I ~ 7~ E Cp" imp ..S(2p, u) fl Cp-imp ~ QÍ~ then
8
W~ C I;,,,fl - E-' [A(1;,,~P) ~}- im(B)] [8, Section 3]. Consequently, by Lemma
2.10 (c), [1, Corollary 3.6] and [8, Theoretn 3.2], I, f l;,,ip - Rn t~ im(E) f
im(B) -~ A(l;,ny) - R" t~ [sE - A, -B] is right invertible as a rational ma-
trix, provided that [EAB] is of full row rank.
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